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Over the past 30 years, Mountain Safety
Research (MSR) has earned an enviable
reputation as a manufacturer of excep-
tional high-performance backcountry
gear. However, recent and rapid matura-
tion of the outdoor market—character-
ized by consolidation throughout the
supply chain, declining margins, short-
ened product lifecycles, reduced prof-
itability, increased private labeling, and
battles over market share—required a
shift in MSR’s strategy. MSR needed to
understand the way in which branding
could best represent its products.
In 2001, MSR was acquired by

Cascade Designs, Inc., a mid-cap manu-
facturer of performance outdoor equip-

ment in business for more than 30
years. Two years later, Cascade Designs
asked Ziba to help define a new line of
outdoor stove products for MSR,
including a visual brand language
(VBL) that could be extended to other
product categories. The timing couldn’t
have been better. The MSR acquisition
had added several new product lines
under the MSR brand, and the compa-
ny’s brand management team, led by
Carol Blayden, knew that change was
necessary.Working with Cascade
Designs was a timely and exciting
opportunity for Ziba, as well. We had
already helped many larger Fortune 500
companies manage and develop more-
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In interviews with executives andmanagers responsible for imple-
menting brand and design, Liz Brown
and Eric Park elicit how this perform-
ance outdoor equipment company has integrated and fine-tuned several impor-
tant branding tools to generate a fuller understanding of its products, distinguish
various consumer categories, and sharpen its brand message—a process that is
helping to make it into a marketplace leader.
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meaningful innovation. In this case, it was
rewarding to support a company like Cascade
Designs, whose respected brands are well-known
among the many outdoor enthusiasts at Ziba.
The project presented an opportunity to com-
bine two loves: branded product design and the
outdoors.
To help Cascade Designs leverage the equity

of its MSR camp-stove brand, we introduced
our proprietary branded-product approach,
which we call ViBE (Visual and Interactive
Brand Equity). ViBE translates brand attributes
into dimensional product experiences. It starts
by defining the essence, values, and character of
a brand—its DNA—and extends that into mes-
sages, themes, and physical attributes. The
resulting design language includes visual and
experiential principles and signature elements
that make a brand tangible. The principles guide
design and can transcend any particular media.
Signature elements are groups of stable articula-
tions of design principles that communicate
brand personality and design principles through
form, texture, badging, and surface and interac-
tion details—how a button is designed, for
example, or specific finish elements.
To ensure relevance, ViBE relies on a deep

understanding of a brand’s strategic target cus-
tomer and uses character archetypes to provide a
framework for telling stories. Archetypes person-
ify and reflect the culture of a company. They
also help create more-meaningful experiences
for customers that extend throughout marketing
materials, products, and services.
BrandFrame is the articulation of a brand’s

DNA and how it translates into myths,
metaphors, and themes that people experience.
A BrandFrame is always developed in the con-
text of creating something larger—an “experi-
ence architecture” or visual brand language, for
example. VBL is the goal of the ViBE process,
and creating a BrandFrame is one of the neces-
sary steps to achieve it.
In addition to helping companies craft a

more consistent, authentic, and meaningful
experience for customers, VBL serves as a visual
reference tool for teams within the company
across diverse departments, from product design
to marketing.When questions arise about
whether something is on-brand, VBL guidelines

help determine the answer in a nonpersonal,
clearly defined way.
Cascade Designs has used the MSR VBL and

BrandFrame to help guide subsequent product
design, packaging, and marketing communica-
tions. Based on the successful implementation of
these foundational tools, the brand marketing
team and lead designers at Cascade Designs
developed VBLs and BrandFrames across their
entire portfolio of outdoor brands, with impres-
sive results. Using these tools, the company has
expanded into new markets and experienced sig-
nificant growth in market share across multiple
outdoor categories in the last two years.We
spoke with members of these teams to learn
more about how VBL and BrandFrame have
affected business strategy, company culture, and
success.

An interview with Jon Almquist,MSR global
brandmanager; Grant Lange, senior industrial
designer; andMatt Delcomyn, creative services
manager

What were your impressions of Ziba before we
began working with Cascade Designs? Initial
thoughts?

Lange: I’ve always thought of Ziba Design as
one of the more forward-thinking product
design firms out there. I came to realize
they’re far more involved in design strategy
and design management, as well.

Delcomyn: I was brought in when Carol
[Blayden, director of marketing] and Eric
[Park, Ziba’s creative director] were talking
about the BrandFrame template and brand
archetypes. That approach was fresh and a
little radical and felt intuitively on track.

Looking back on 2003 to 2004, how did the
BrandFrame and VBL documents for MSR
inform your creative direction of product, pack-
aging, and marketing collateral for the brand?

Lange: Ziba brought us a process of thinking
creatively about product development. The
process wasn’t rigid, but it did insist on get-
ting everyone in the room and sorting things
out quickly. The BrandFrame and VBL got
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two creative departments and marketing to
the point where they were all speaking the
same language and using the same tool set.

Almquist: Ziba’s tools brought us a con-
sumer-centric method and an organized
process. As a forward-thinking but techno-
logical company, we had been creating con-
sumer-facing stories based on the technology
of the product rather than the solutions it
provided the consumer.

How did these tools for MSR make your work
better?

Almquist: They provided a template to help
us internalize what we already knew, and
helped make sure we were all using the same
language. You can see the results on the new
MSR packaging and recent MSR products,
such as the new stoves (see photo at right).

Lange: The VBL helped the product design
team by giving resolution to what we were
doing instinctually. Before, although the
product designers could walk up to a product
design and say, “Yes, this is an MSR design,”
or, “No, this isn’t one of ours,” they couldn’t
explain to somebody outside the design com-
munity why that mattered. The VBL docu-
ment gives us a way to walk them through it
and say, “This is why we’re making these visu-
al design choices.”

Delcomyn: In the past, a lot of times the
person with the longest exposure to the
brand carried the most weight in a discus-
sion about what was true to the brand. The
BrandFrame allowed us to give everyone a
voice, but it acted as a filter to quickly find
the most on-brand, strategic ideas.

Generative Framework
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The Generative Framework represents the initial methodology between user profiles and use modes to
generate a series of potential product stories. In this case, the framework was based on a matrix of
target user profiles and outdoor activity modes. Each intersection creates the seed for a unique use
scenario, which becomes the inspiration for new product ideas. This map provides a level of context in
which opportunities to improve the experience through new product ideas can be identified.



How have BrandFrame and VBL documents for
MSR and other Cascade Designs brands affected
photography, package design, and copy?

Delcomyn: I’m the photo buyer and I create a
set of photo guidelines from the BrandFrame,
spelling out some of the brand and incorpo-
rating archetypes. I compile that into a story-
telling outline about what the photo style for
each brand should be, and that becomes a
document I give to all the photographers.
We’re getting the best photographers in the
industry coming to us now.

In terms of packaging and collateral, we
use the combination of BrandFrame and VBL
we’ve created as documents, bringing them
into high-profile meetings. They help us filter
ideas, enabling us to find the solution that’s
most on-brand.

How do these tools affect copy and layout?

Delcomyn: Our in-house copywriter has
been working on these brands the last couple
years.With these BrandFrames, he’s been able
to accentuate their characteristics and create a
useful set of distinctions between each brand.
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Segmentation Detail

Overall Goal

Attitude
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Eat to live
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Fair weather
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Eat to live/Live to eat

Mixed weather
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Segmentation identifies a clear opportunity to develop product lines based on consumer attributes and other variables. Traditionally, climate and altitude have
been the primary differentiators between various types of camp stoves, and the market was segmented based on technology rather than user needs. We
developed a segmentation that blended user attitudes toward outdoor experience with functional requirements based on use/environment conditions. As seen
in the opportunity frame, this provides a clear basis for knowing which existing products should remain and which new products should be developed.

The XGK EX stove was the first stove put into production that utilized the
new concepts of generative framework and VBL for the MSR brand.
Initial results indicate that it resonates well with expected users and
strongly speaks to their expectations from MSR.



What about the VBL documents?

Lange: Right now we have two VBLs built.
They’re up on the walls in several places in
the office.When we have arguments about
design, we walk over to the VBL document
and talk about it. It really takes the argument
away from what I think is cool and what Jon
thinks is cool to, “What is MSR?”

Can you cite any tangible measures of success
since you began using these tools?

Lange: Working with Ziba on the
BrandFrame and the VBL for MSR, we
understood the language and the process, and
we’re doing the same thing with the rest of
our brands. Every time we’ve done a brand
revamp using strategy with the BrandFrame
and VBL, we’ve seen market improvements in
overall impression of the brand.

Almquist: The stove packaging is a fantastic
example of where the extra work, guided by
Ziba’s ability to help us document what we
are and what we already do, helped create
open communication with a different lan-
guage. [Note: The box shape and package
imagery were informed by design principles
and signature elements illustrated in the
VBL.] The first year for the new MSR brand
look and feel was 2005. Stoves were the first
category to be affected, including new pack-

aging and collateral pieces. Our sales num-
bers indicate that sales of the whole line of
MSR stoves grew significantly.

Is there anything you’d like to add about how
you use BrandFrame today?

Delcomyn: One of the more successful mod-
els for corporate marketing today might be
what we have—a core in-house marketing
team that drives the look and feel of the
brand, with the occasional use of outside
partnerships and collaboration. Every time
I’ve given out a creative brief combined with
BrandFrame, collaborators are enthusiastic
about it. It’s a really wonderful tool for them.

And how have you evolved it to other brands?

Delcomyn: Once we refined the original tem-
plate and built the first BrandFrame, subse-
quent BrandFrames became easier to create.

Is there anything you’d like to add about what
works and doesn’t work?

Delcomyn: This structure will help us clarify
how the brands might express themselves in
next-generation marketing materials at point
of sale, online, and at events. What they don’t
do is generate executable answers to these
questions—that’s where our team’s talent
comes in.
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The Opportunity Frame serves as a product road map that offers recommendations for repositioning existing products based on new user segmentation.

Opportunity Frame: Product Roadmap
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Expanding Opportunities: The Success of SealLine

SealLine, a brand of waterproof gear bags
originally designed for paddlers, is one
Cascade Designs brand that has demonstrat-

ed significant growth since using BrandFrame as
a tool in its strategy over the past two years.We
spoke with SealLine/Platypus global brand man-
ager Erik Flink to learn more about the impact
of BrandFrame on expanding opportunities and
market share growth.

What was the biggest challenge for SealLine
back in 2004?

Flink: We realized we couldn’t grow SealLine
with [our original] strategy because paddling
is a finite market.With BrandFrame, we
shifted our positioning statement to “guaran-
teed gear protection for challenging environ-
ments.” That opened it up to many different
customers—not just to paddlers, but to oth-
ers who need gear protection.

It also opened up the kinds of products
we could make for different activities.We
started to think of brand in a different way.
Using the tools we learned from Ziba, we first
segmented the current product into different
market segments. Then we looked at all our
opportunities, made a big list, drew diagrams
and matrices on a white board, and distilled
it down to our opportunities and the differ-
ent levels of water protection.

We began to understand that customers
had different levels of water protection needs.
One of the things we’ve introduced this year
is our new Urban line (see photo at right).
The urban customer doesn’t have the same
waterproof requirements a paddler has.We
came up with water protection levels, with
Level 1 being Splashproof, Level 2 being
Watertight, and Level 3 beingWaterproof. To
be the leader, we defined what waterproof was
and made it easier for the consumer to under-
stand which products were right for them.

How soon did the BrandFrame for SealLine
affect products and marketing?

Flink: As soon as the BrandFrames are writ-
ten, they’re a constant reference point for us
to go back to and understand the brand—the

archetype, the voice of the consumer, what
they’re expecting from the brand, how it
makes them feel. It immediately began to
affect the brand, not only from a graphics
and visual standpoint, but from a strategy
standpoint.

Last year, we segmented the line into
three parts: All-Purpose, Raft/Canoe, and Sea
Kayak. That was the first step in going after
new markets.We had to make it easier for the

SealLine’s new Urban product line.
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consumer to understand that this was not
just paddling gear.We created the All-
Purpose segment so that it could be placed in
general outdoor distribution rather than just
paddling specialty outdoor.

Was it well received?

Flink: Absolutely. Our sales in North America
are up significantly.

Can you provide other examples of how
BrandFrame has affected SealLine?

Flink: It gave the graphic designers a road
map of what this brand is and isn’t, so they’re
able to hone our collateral materials to a
knifepoint. Our marketing materials have
improved considerably in the last couple of
years.

SealLine is probably the most radically
changed of all the Cascade Designs brands at
this point. It went from being like everybody
else out there, as far as paddling gear is con-
cerned, to using black-and-white imagery,
with our product highlighted in color. It has a
rather film noir look and it speaks to the per-
sonality of the brand. A lot of that feel came
directly from the BrandFrame.

What was the process like before
BrandFrame?
It was up to the product development team to
say, “We have a great product idea,” and the
future direction of the brand wasn’t clearly
defined. BrandFrame made it easier to create
strategy because there is such a clear definition
of what the brand is and isn’t at this point.
The best thing the Ziba team did was to

introduce us to these fantastic tools and a differ-
ent way of organizing our thoughts. Things that
didn’t work for us, we just don’t use; things that
work for us, we use really well. Market segmen-
tation, BrandFrame—we use it all the time in
every single project.�
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